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Please do not worry too much about the amount of ‘work’ you are doing each day. Your 

experiences, time, play and the discussions you have throughout this time is invaluable. 

Your children have worked so hard in school so little and often reading, writing/drawing 

and number work will do wonders.  Here are some activities for you to do at home.  

 Continue to write and draw pictures of often as you can. Make up a story about 

your picture and tell your grown up about it. 

 Play hide and seek in your house or garden counting aloud to 10 before trying to 

find one another (you can also hide your favourite teddy or toy instead of 

yourself).  

 Practise drawing controlled circles and lines. If you can do this, then practise 

writing your name and other lower case letters- using your Read Write Ink pack 

for your letter formation.  

 Share stories as often as you can. Can you video your child reading a story and 

upload this to their 2Build so we can hear it?  

 Help your adult do some gardening or plant a seed to see how high this will grow 

before we are back at school. Talk about the plants in your garden or when on a 

walk, what do they look, smell and feel like. What are the different parts of the 

plant for?  

 If you have access to ‘Youtube’ you can carry out the Joe Wicks daily PE lesson. 

This is excellent practise for moving in a range of ways and will get your brains 

awake and ready for the day. Don’t forget to upload those wonderful moves! 

 Try to use the playdough you have at home or made to create models. This is 

great exercise for your hands. Don’t forget you can carry out dough disco 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tb0l9w0opSk or our favourite dough gym using 

our favourite songs, try to get your grown-ups involved.  

 Using any craft materials, you have at home can you create pictures, painting 

and models. This can be anything from your imagine and as weird and wonderful 

as you like but you need to be able to describe it to your grown up. You could 

video this to share with us so we can see your creations.  

 Help your grown up in the kitchen -talk about the ingredients you are using. Can 

you use a table knife to chop some of the ingredients, talking about the safety 

needed to do so? Can you help your grown up to bake something delicious, 

listening and following the instructions they give and trying to measure out the 

ingredients needed?  

 

Please continue to upload any pictures or videos to your child’s 

2Build profile, we check them daily! We really do enjoy seeing how 

busy you all are and will send you messages back.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tb0l9w0opSk


If you would like any further ideas, we have included some educational and free 

websites. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for your continued support, Mrs Jordan and Mrs Bell.  


